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Dnd 5e all planes of existence

Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. In: Great Wheel levels, World Tree levels, raison d' existence levels Edit Share Cosmos teams with numerous worlds as well as countless alternative dimensions of reality called the level of existence. It covers every world where GM's run their adventures, all in the relatively
mundane world of a material aircraft. Behind that machine are the regions of raw material and energy, the worlds of pure thought and ethos, the homes of demons and angels, and the over-lanterns of the gods. Many spells and magic objects can get energy from these planes, summon the creatures living there, communicate with their people and allow
adventurers to travel there. As your character reaches greater power and higher levels, you may walk the streets made of solid fire or test your mettle on the battlefield, where the Fallen are resurrected at each dawn. The material level is nexus, in which philosophical and elemental forces that define other levels collide in the confused existence of mortal life
and mundane matter. The Material Plane has all the fantasy game worlds, making it a starting point for most campaigns and adventures. The rest of the multiverses are defined in relation to the material level. The worlds of the material aircraft are infinitely different, reflecting the creative imagination of the GM's who have installed their games there, as well as
the players whose heroes there adventure. They include magic - wasted desert planets and an island - dotted water worlds, worlds where magic combines with advanced technology, and others trapped in the endless Stone Age, worlds where gods walk and places they have abandoned. In addition to the material aircraft, the different levels of existence are
the lands of myth and mystery. They are not only other worlds, but different qualities of being, formed and dominated by the spiritual and elemental principles of the ordinary world. When adventurers travel to other levels of existence, they make a legendary journey beyond the thresholds of existence to a mythical destination where they seek to perform their
mission. That kind of journey is a legend. The friendship of the dead, the search for heavenly servants of deity, or the negotiation with efreet in their hometown will become the subject of song and story for years to come. Machines that exceed the material level can be travelled in two ways: by spell or planar portal. Spells: Multiple spells allow direct or indirect
access to other levels of existence. Plane Shift and gate can transport adventurers directly to any other level of existence at different degrees of accuracy. Ethereality allows adventurers to access ethereal level and travel from there to anywhere in it level, like elemental plane. And Altaalinen projection projection allow adventurers to project on the Astral level
and travel to outdoor levels. Portals: A portal is a common term for a fixed inter-planet connection that connects a specific location on one level to a specific location on another. Some portals are like doorways, a bright window or a fog-clad passageway, and simply stepping through it affects inter-machine travel. Others are places – circles of standing rocks,
towering towers, sailing ships or even entire cities – that exist on multiple planes at once or flicker in turn from one plane to another. Some are vortexes typically associated with an elemental plane with a very similar location in the material plane, such as the heart of a volcano (which leads to a seaplane) or ocean depths (seaplane). The essential machine
and the Astral machine are called transit machines. They are mostly featureless lands that act primarily as a way to travel from one plane to another. Spells such asEtherealness and Astral Projection allow characters to reach these levels and pass through them to get over. Ethereal Plane is a misty, fog-bound dimension sometimes described as the Great
Sea. Its beaches, called Border Ethereal, overlap with the material machine and internal levels, so each location on those planes has a similar location on the Ethereal machine. Certain creatures can see Border Ethereal, and the See Invisibility and True Seeing spell give this ability. Some magical effects also extend from material level to Border aeration,
especially effects that use force energy, such as Forcecage and The Wall of Power. The depths of the machine, Deep Ethereal, are an area of winding mists and colorful mists. Astral Plane is a world of thought and dream in which visitors travel as embodied souls to reach divine and demonic levels. It is a large, silvery sea, the same above and below, with
winding white and grey IDs drinking amid lights resembling distant stars. Irregular colour vortices flicker in the air like rotating coins. Occasional fragments of solids can be found here, but most of the Astral level is an endless, open area. The inner levels surround and surround the material level and its echoes, providing the raw material from which all worlds
are made. Four levels of elemental matter – air, earth, fire and water – form a ring around a material machine suspended Chaos.At on its churning elemental edges, where they are closest to the material plane (in the conceptual, if not literal geographical sense), the four levels of elemental elements resemble the world of a material aircraft. These four
elements combine, as they do in the material plane, forming land, sea and sky. Further away from the material level, are both alien and hostile. In. In. exists in its purest form - large extensions of solid ground, flaming fire, crystal clear water and unblemished air. These areas are little known, so when discussing the level of fire, for example, a speaker usually
means only a border region. At the furthest of the internal levels, pure elements dissolve and leak together into an unending mixture of interconnecting energy and colliding matter, elemental chaos. If the internal levels are the raw material and energy of the multiverse, then the outer levels are the direction, thought and purpose of such construction. Thus,
many wisdoms call outdoor airplanes divine, spiritual, or divine levels, for the Outer Planes are best known as the homes of the gods. When discussing friends with gods, the language used must be very metaphorical. Their real homes are literally not places at all, but are an example of the idea that the Outer Levels are a land of thought and spirit. As with
elemental aircraft, the observable part of the outer planes can be imagined as a kind of frontier, while vast spiritual areas are beyond the usual sensory experience. Even in these observable areas, the appearance can be deceptive. At first, many exterior levels look hospitable and familiar to the natives of the material machine. But the landscape can change
depending on the whims of the powerful forces that lived on outdoor planes. The hopes of the forces that have fallen in these machines can completely re-turn them, effectively wiping and building existence themselves, so that they better meet their own needs. Distance is practically an insignificant concept on the outer levels. The observable area of planes
often looks quite small, but they can also stretch to infinity. It may be possible to take a guided tour of Nine hell, from the first floor to the ninth, in one day - if that's what the Hells Powers want. Or it could be weeks for passengers to make an exhausting trek across one floor. The most well-known outer planes are a group of 16 aircraft, corresponding to eight
lines (excluding impartiality) and the tones of the difference between them. Machines with something good in nature are called upper levels. Celestial beings, like angels and Pegasi, dwell in the upper levels. Planes with something bad are the lower planes. Devils, like demons and devils, live in sub-machines. The alignment of the aircraft is its essence, and
the character whose alignment does not match the experience of the plane is a deep sense of dissonance there. When a good creature visits, for example, the Elysium (neutral good upper level), it feels in tune with the aircraft, but the evil creature feels out of tune and more than a little uncomfortable. Demiplanes are small extradimensional states with their
own unique rules. Those are the pieces. Which don't seem to fit anywhere else. Demiplanes comes into force in many ways. Some are created by spells, such as Demiplane, or they are born by a desire for a powerful deity or other power. They can exist as a fold of inherently existing reality, pinched from the rest of the multiverse, or as a baby universe that
grows in power. The given demiplane can be entered through one point, where it touches another level. Theoretically, the Plane Shift spell can also carry passengers to the demiplane, but it is very difficult to acquire the correct frequency required for the tuning fork. The gate spell is more reliable, stating that the bike knows about the demiplane. The number
and arrangement of machines varies considerably between different D&amp;D promotion settings, different versions of the rules of the game, and even individual player games. However, the most common cosmology is known as The Great Wheel and is the default in the current D&amp;D 5th edition (Player's Handbook p.300), World of Greyhawk and
Planescape campaign settings, and many earlier versions of D&amp;D, including 3. edition and previous editions. I recommend reading D&amp;D 5e Player Handbook p.300, Appendix C, Levels of Existence; Dungeon Master's Guide p. 43, Chapter 2, Multiversverse; and Wikipedia entry on The Airplane (Dungeons &amp; Dragons), which provides the
information you need. However, the overview is as follows: The world in which the player characters live is the Material Plane. Depending on your worldview, you can travel to alternative parallel material levels or alternative worlds at the same material level by various magical means. You can travel between completely different worlds of campaign settings or
even on our planet. There is also Feywild, an alternative material world in which the nice live, and Varjovaara, a dark and twisted version of our world. There are indoor aircraft made of clean energy: Four levels of elemental material from fire, From air, earth and water Positive and negative energy levels are counted as internal levels, forming the source of all
the energy of life, as well as the anti-life energy that animates the undead Air, the worlds where the gods dwell: There are 16 large outer levels , including the infinitely layered chasm in which demons live, the 9-layer Nine Hells, and the forms in which the good gods live , There are possibly other, lesser-known outdoor machines. Transitive aircraft that allow
you to travel between planes: An Astral plane that allows travel between aircraft, traditionally including souls travelling from material levels to outdoor planes where their gods live An eternity aircraft, a foggy country that traditionally allows travel between material and elemental planes Other planes, including: Demiplanes, a pocket of small aircraft that can be
created by powerful wizards , truly foreign alien behind time and the edge of space One usually travels between aircraft using the magic that moves portals or aircraft. However, there are potentially unlimited other machines, and even detailed explaining of existing machines would require several whole books. In practice, the exact details of the machines
depend on the individual DM and are based on their interpretation of the legends available to them. Them.
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